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Intro: [D9 | D9/C | D9/F# | D/G | Am7 |    ] 
 

[D] It’s not the same... it’s [G/B] all been changed 
[D/F#] I can’t conceive fairy [G] tales anymore…after  
[D] too many tries.... [Am7] so many cries… I 
[G] don’t have what it takes to be[G]lieve… Hope don’t 
[D] leave … [G] … Hope don’t [D] Leave [GM7] 
 

[D] Too many words [G/B] so few of them land 
[D/F#] in the dark promise of [G] all we had planned…after  
[D] too many lies.... [Am7] so many lies…  
[G] there's nothing left to be[G/E]lieve… Hope don’t 
[D] leave … [G] … Hope don’t [D] Leave [D] 
 

[A] Hope, I need you to [A/Bb] lift me…when I’m  
[Bm] knees to the ground [Bm/A] 
[F#m] Hope who’ll pull my [F#] head… from my  
[Bm] hands [Bm/A] 
[G] Hope, I need you to [Gm] whisper ....it will  
[F#m] all turn around [Bm] 
[G/E] down here on my [A] knees… I  
[G/E] need you… to be[A]lieve [A7/G]… Hope don’t  

 

Solo: [D] leave [G/B | A | A/Bb | Bm | G/E | G/A | A ] 
[Bm | C | C/A |   | A |   ]   

 

[Am] Oh Hope I [Am] need you… don’t  
[D] go…(too many words) don’t go (too many lies [D] I have to  
[Am] go) ...what am I with[Am]out you…I  
[D] don’t want to know …I don’t  
[A9sus] want to know (you [A9sus] have to know....I  
[A9sus] have to go) please [A7] don't [A7]  
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[D] It’s not the same [G/B] I’ve changed this time 
[D/F#] These big girl tears taste of [G] salt and resign  
[D] so many tries [Am7] so many tries… I 
[G] don’t have what it takes to be[G]lieve ... Hope don’t [D] leave 
 
 
  Note: Guitar on bridges and solo only 

A [x02220] A/Bb [x12220] Bm [x24432] Bm/A [x04432] 

F#m [244222] F# [244322] G [3x0003] Gm [344333] 

G/E [020033] A7/G [3x2020] D [xx0232] G/B [x2x033] 

G/A [x00033] C [x32010] C/A [x02010] Am [x02210] 

A9sus [x00000] A7 [x02020]   

 
 


